
Case Study Grading Rubric Level I (updated Fall 2019) 

Clinic Case Study Grading Rubric: Level I 

 
Student Name: _____________________________________________  TOTAL SCORE: _______________ 
          (75% or more required to pass) 
 
Formatting (10%):          Score & Comments: 
A (10 pts) = Case Study format is appropriate for graduate level work. 
B (8 pts) = Case Study format acceptable, but needs specific improvements. 
C (6 pts) = Case Study format minimally acceptable; much improvement needed. 
F (0 pts) = Unacceptable formatting.   

 
 
Case Summary (10%):          Score & Comments: 
A (10 pts) = Summary has enough detail for a differential diagnosis of the chief complaint.  
B (8 pts) = Summary is acceptable, but missing some important details.  
C (6 pts) = Summary is minimally acceptable. 
F (0 pts) = Unacceptable Summary.  
 
 

Chinese Medical Diagnosis & Analysis (25%):      Score & Comments: 
A (25 pts) = Diagnosis of the chief complaint is clearly stated and adequately supported with evidence. 
B (20 pts) = Diagnosis of the chief complaint did not account for all evidence. 
C (15 pts) = Diagnosis of the chief complaint minimally supported with evidence.  
F (0 pts) = Insufficient analysis of the evidence.  

 
 
Biomedical Impression (10%):         Score & Comments: 
A (10 pts) = Biomedical impression reasonable and details on standard of care included.  
B (8 pts) = Biomedical impression reasonable, but missing details on standard of care. 
C (6 pts) = Biomedical impression questionable and/or missing details on standard of care.  
F (0 pts) = Unsupported Biomedical impression and/or insufficient details on standard of care. 
 
 

Treatment & Analysis (25%):         Score & Comments: 
A (25 pts) = Treatment plan summarized and analyzed with sufficient detail.  
B (20 pts) = Treatment plan summarized and analyzed, but missing some important details.  
C (15 pts) = Treatment plan summarized, but minimally analyzed.  
F (0 pts) = Unacceptable treatment summary and analysis. 

 
 
Outcomes & Prognosis (10%):        Score & Comments: 
A (10 pts) = Outcomes and Prognosis explained with sufficient detail.  
B (8 pts) = Outcomes and Prognosis adequately explained, but missing details.  
C (6 pts) = Outcomes and Prognosis included, but minimally explained.  
F (0 pts) = Outcomes or Prognosis not included or not sufficiently explained.  
 
 

Recommendations & Conclusions (10%):       Score & Comments: 
A (10 pts) = Recommendations and Conclusions explained with sufficient details. 
B (8 pts) = Recommendations and Conclusions adequately explained, but missing details.  
C (6 pts) = Recommendations and Conclusions included, but minimally explained. 
F (0 pts) = Insufficient Recommendations and Conclusions.  
 


